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Roadmap
I Done. . .
I Stabilization policy
I Return to the fixed vs. flexible debate
I The gold standard, Bretton Woods, ERM
I Working on. . .
I More on fixed fx rates (pegs)
I Exchange rate crises / models
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Fixed exchange rates
I Dig deeper into fixed exchange rates (pegs)
1. Model of fixed fx rate
2. Understand the central bank’s role
3. How does a bank “defend a peg?”
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Model preliminaries
I Home country currency is the peso
I Home pegs the peso to the dollar Epeso/$ = 1
e
I The peg is credible: Epeso
/$ = 1 (relax this later!)

I Capital mobility: i = i ∗
I The foreign price level is constant P ∗ = 1
I The home price level is sticky in the short run P̄ = 1
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The central bank
I Controls M by buying and selling two assets
1. Domestic bonds (B). Typically government bonds. Denominated in
pesos.
2. Foreign reserves (R). Dollar denominated assets. We will assume
they are dollars, but could be U.S. t-bills or other assets that can be
easily converted to dollars.

I Intervenes in the fx market to support the peg. This requires buying or
selling reserves in exchange for pesos.
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The money supply
I CB prints pesos and uses them to buy bonds or reserves
I Each peso in circulation is the result of an asset purchase by the CB
M =B+R

I We are assuming that all the reserves were purchased at Ēpeso/$ = 1
I The central bank’s balance sheet

Assets
Reserves (R)
Domestic credit (B)

Liabilities
500
500

Money supply (M)

1000
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Graphical CB balance sheet
B

M
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Graphical CB balance sheet
I 45-degree line has R = 0 and float
I Any point on the vertical line generates the same money supply
I The composition of the assets that back the money supply differ
I Points closer to 45-degree line have fewer reserves
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Reserves and fixed exchange rates
I The CB buys and sells reserves to maintain the peg
I Why not bonds?
I If reserves are zero, cannot maintain peg
I Running out of reserves → abandon peg
I Assume that if floating, CB does not hold reserves
I CB with floats do actually hold some reserves
I Acts as insurance
I Not important for our model
I So maintaining the peg requires holding the right level of reserves
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Reserves
I What is the right level of reserves?
R = P̄L(i ∗ )Y − B

I All on right side are exogenous and known: P̄ is fixed, i ∗ is from foreign, Y
is given, B is not used for exchange rate management

I Note the trilemma again: CB changing reserves (money supply) to
maintain fx rate, not to respond to domestic conditions

I Reserves are adjusted to account for shocks to
1. Money demand
2. Domestic credit

I Let’s look at each kind of shock
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Responding to money demand shocks
I Changes in money demand: Change in i ∗ , Y , or L()
I Let B be constant (not used for day-to-day fx management)
R = P̄L(i ∗ )Y − B

I Begin with balance sheet as above. Then, Y falls so that money demand
falls by 10%.

I If CB does nothing, fx rate would depreciate
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Responding to money demand shocks
I Changes in money demand: Change in i ∗ , Y , or L()
I Let B be constant
R = P̄L(i ∗ )Y − B

I Begin with balance sheet as above. Then, Y falls so that money demand
falls by 10%.

I If CB does nothing, fx rate would depreciate
I Must lower money supply by 10% to 900
I Buy 100 pesos for 100 dollars of reserves
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Graphical CB balance sheet
B

M
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The backing ratio
I Notice that the composition of the CB assets changed
I CB has fewer reserves, same domestic credit
I Define R/M as the backing ratio: the fraction of the money supply backed
by reserves

I Initially

I After the shock

500
R
=
= 0. 5
M
1000
R
400
=
= 0. 4
M
1000

I Pegs break when CB runs out of reserves (backing ratio = 0), so the
backing ratio tells us how close the CB is to running out of reserves
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Currency boards
I When the backing ratio gets low, it is difficult to respond to shocks
I A low backing ratio makes it more likely a fixed fx may fail
I The perception that a fixed fx may fail invites speculative attacks
I A currency board is a fixed exchange rate with R = M
I Minimizes speculative attacks
I The most famous is Hong Kong’s 7.8 HKD = 1 USD
https://fred.stlouisfed.org/graph/?g=maYJ
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Money demand shocks: Risk premiums
I Shocks to money demand can come through interest rates L(i )Y P̄
I Extend our model of UIP to include risk
i = i∗ +

Ee
− 1 + γfx + γdf
E

I γfx is exchange rate risk premium. If investors worry about peg stability,
may demand higher rate of return.

I currency premium =

Ee
E

− 1 + γfx

I γdf is default risk premium, or country premium. If investors worry about
the ability to be repaid, may demand higher rate of return (expropriation,
changes in taxes, capital controls, bank failure. . . ).
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Money demand shocks: Risk premiums
I Now the home interest rate changes not only because of changes in i ∗ but
also the currency premium and the country premium

E
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I Most of volatility in Argentina is from premiums, not U.S. rate
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Responding to domestic credit shocks
I Suppose that B changes (all else equal): ∆B = 100
I We will discuss why B might change in a minute. . .

Assets
Reserves (R)
Domestic credit (B)

Liabilities
500

Money supply (M)

1000
+100

500
+100

I Since money demand (i , Y , L( )) is unchanged, this would increase the
money supply and put deflationary pressure on the exchange rate
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Sterilization
I To offset the potential increase in money supply, the CB buys pesos for
reserves
Assets

Liabilities

Reserves (R)

500
-100

Domestic credit (B)

500
+100

Money supply (M)

1000

I The money supply (and the fx rate) to do not change
I The backing ratio falls from 0.5 to 0.4
I Call this a sterilized intervention because the money supply is unchanged
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Graphical CB balance sheet: Sterilization
B

M
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Why might B change?
I The central bank oversees the health of the banking sector
I Central bank operations to help troubled banks result in changes to B
I Start with a private bank’s balance sheet
Assets
Cash
Securities
Loans

Liabilities
10
50
140

Checkable deposits
Savings deposits
Capital

20
150
30

I Banks can become insolvent or illiquid
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Insolvent banks
I An insolvent bank has L < A
I This can happen when the value of the banks assets fall
I Sometimes, the bank is allowed to fail: equity holders are wiped out, the
bank’s assets are sold, and depositors are insured against losses

I Other times, the bank is too important (big?) to fail. A simple approach is
to loan the private bank cash to give it time to slowly liquidate its bad
assets. These are temporary loans.

I Note that money demand has not changed. The increase in loans to
private banks needs to be sterilized.
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Insolvent banks
I Bail out insolvent banks decreases reserves, increases domestic lending
I The central bank balance sheet after a bailout
Assets
Reserves (R)
Domestic credit (B)
Domestic bonds
Loans to private banks

Liabilities
500
-100

Money supply (M)

1000

500

+100
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Illiquid banks
I A > L, but not enough cash to cover increased withdrawals
I Consider an increase in money demand of $100
I People try to withdraw $100 from banks
I If banks do not have the cash to meet this demand, it cannot sell of
assets fast enough to meet the demand

I Even though the bank is solvent, customers cannot withdraw deposits
I Potential for bank runs, destabilizing the banking system
I Central bank steps in and makes loan of $100 to banks to meet increased
demand for withdrawals

I Notice that two things are happening here:
1. A positive liquidity shock
2. A positive shock to domestic lending
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Illiquid banks
I Notice that two things are happening here:
1. A positive liquidity shock
2. A positive shock to domestic lending

I CB does not need to sterilize this increase in domestic lending
I The increase in money demand requires the money supply to grow
R = L(i )PY − B

I No loss of reserves, but backing ratio falls (but less than in the case of a
bailout)
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Graphical CB balance sheet: ↑ M D and illiquid bank
B

M
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The financial system and the fx market
I The CB acting to help the financial system puts a strain on reserves
I This ties together to types of crises: banking crises and fx crises
I Bank crises requires loans from CB, lowering the backing ratio
I If CB loses reserves, harder to defend the peg
I We often see banking crises and exchange rate crises occurring together
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A more general CB balance sheet
I Central banks can borrow, too

Assets

Liabilities

Foreign assets
Foreign reserves
Gold

950
950
0

Foreign liabilities
Debt issued by CB

50
50

Domestic assets
Domestic bonds
Loans to private banks

500
300
200

Domestic liabilities
Debt issued by CB

400
400

Money supply
Currency in circulation
Commercial bank reserves

1000
900
900
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Sterilization bonds
I Our old equation still works, but now in net terms
M =R+B
M =(AF − LF ) + (AD − LD )

I Borrowing allows B < 0 to accommodate R > M, or a backing ratio
greater than 1

I The CB issued domestic-currency bonds are called sterilization bonds
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Graphical CB balance sheet: Sterilization bonds
B

M
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People’s bank
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An example: Argentina
I 1991: Argentina fixes the peso to the dollar at 1 to 1
I This was done to provide a nominal anchor.
https://fred.stlouisfed.org/graph/?g=md5p
I 1993–1994: Steady output growth, money demand increases. CB
responding to growth in money demand.

I Dec. 1994: Crisis in Mexico spills over to Argentina and spreads rise. CB
responding to decrease in money demand.

I 1995: High interest rates decrease output and investment. Bad loans lead
to weakness in banking sector. CB responding to increase in domestic
credit.

I 1995: IMF extends credit to Argentina, the peg is deemed credible and the
economy recovers
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1993–1994: Money demand grows
I The “convertibility plan” end hyperinflation and economy begins to recover
I As output grows, so does money demand. To keep the fx rate fixed,
money supply expands
Home money market

FX market

iH

Mus /Pus

Epeso/$
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I Move from points 1 to 2. M : 12 → 15, R : 8 → 11
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Late 1994–early 1995: Money demand shrinks
I Mexican debt/exchange rate crisis occurs. Concern about emerging
market economies spills over into other markets.

I Argentina’s domestic interest rate jumps

I R + B = PL (i ∗ + γfx + γdf ) Y
36

I Move from points 2 to 3. M : 15 → 14, R : 11 → 10
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1995: Domestic credit increases
I Spike in interest rates decreases output and investment
I Loans start to fail, banks start having solvency and liquidity problems
I Central bank increases loans to commercial banks ↑ B
R + B = PL (i ∗ + γfx + γdf ) Y

I Money demand is roughly constant, so a change in R sterilizes the
increase in B

I Backing ratio falls from 10/14 = 0.71 to 5/14 = 0.36
I Concerns that the peg will not hold make add to the strain on reserves.
People want to convert pesos to dollars to guard against the potential
devaluation
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I Move from points 3 to 4. B : 4 → 9, R : 10 → 5
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1995: Borrowing reserves
I Fear of full-blown banking and fx crisis spilling over into other markets
I IMF extends line of credit to Argentine government
I Loans provide liquidity to meet sovereign debt payments, recapitalize the
banks, and replenish reserves at the central bank

I CB “sells” commercial bank loans to government for reserves. Banks
effectively bailed out by central government.

I Exchange rate seen as credible, deposits flow back into banks, banking
system stabilizes

I Economy returns to growth
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I Move from points 4 to 5. B : 9 → 4, R : 5 → 10
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Argentina’s convertibility plan
I The convertibility plan survives its first real test
I The years that follow are generally good
I The economy starts to fade in late 1990s and problems in the fiscal
sector drive the crisis that will eventually break the peg in 2001.

I More on that once we study “how pegs break”
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